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Compiled by Dave Havir

Luke 21:34-36—“But take heed to yourselves, lest your souls be weighed down with self-indulgence, and drunkenness, or the anxieties of this life, and that day come on you suddenly, like a falling trap; for it will come on all dwellers on the face of the whole earth. But beware of slumbering; and every moment pray that you may be fully strengthened to escape from all these coming evils, and to take your stand in the presence of the Son of Man” (Weymouth New Testament).

★★★★★

“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines involve articles that are considered international. The articles were not posted, but the headlines give the essence of the story.

Global snooping

An article by Dominic Sandbrook titled “The Spies That Are Posing as Your Servants: Cars That Track Your Movements, Gadgets That Can Tell Your Mood From How You Walk, and PCs That Show Your Boss If You’re Working—A New Book by a Top British Lawyer Warns of the Terrifying Consequences of Tech” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 19, 2022.

Comments about international monkeypox

An article by Stephanie Soucheray titled “Monkeypox Soars in Europe, With More Than 4,000 Cases” was posted at cidrap.umn.edu on June 30, 2022.

International covid news

An article by Glen Owen titled “WHO Chief ‘Believes Covid Did Leak From Wuhan Lab’ After a ‘Catastrophic Accident’ in 2019 Despite Publicly Maintaining ‘All Hypotheses Remain on the Table’” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 18, 2022.
An article by Hannah Cox titled “WHO Chief Believes Covid-19 Likely Did Come From Lab Leak” was posted at based-politics.com on June 23, 2022.

An article by Ciara Linnane titled “Covid Cases Surge Again in Europe as Moderna Says Its Booster Candidate Protects Against BS.4 and BA.5 Omicron Subvariants” was posted at marketwatch.com on June 22, 2022.

A Reuters article by Betrand Boucey and Benoit Van Overstraeten titled “France Asks Citizens to Wear Masks Again in Public Transport” was posted at reuters.com on June 27, 2022.

An article by Roberto Wakerell-Cruz titled “Freedom Convoy Organizer Tamara Lich Arrested in Alberta” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on June 27, 2022.

An article by Greg Wilson titled “Texts Between EU, Pfizer Bosses Vanish Amid Questions About Billion-Dollar Vaccine Deal” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

International climate change

An article by Tita Smith titled “Climate Pest With a Bike Lock Around Her Neck Chains Herself to a Car Steering Wheel While Blocking the Sydney Harbor Tunnel Leaving Thousands of Commuters Trapped in Their Vehicles as Cops Frantically Try to Stop the Chaos” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 26, 2022.

An article by Matt Vespa titled “Embarrassing: Biden’s Grand Energy Plan Just Got Blown Up—by the French President” was posted at townhall.com on June 28, 2022.

An article by Harriet Alexander titled “British Climate Activists Deflate More Than 40 Tires on SUVs in NYC’s Upper East Side and Leave Leaflets Saying ‘Your Gas Guzzler Kills’: Group Warns More Cities Will Be Struck in the Coming Weeks” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 1, 2022.

International climate change and coal

Looking back to October 2021, an article by Philip Wang titled “China Tells Mines to Produce ‘As Much Coal As Possible’” was posted at ctvnews.ca on Oct. 20, 2021.

An article by Robert Bryce titled “Soaring Global Coal Use Is Obliterating Emission Reductions Achieved in the U.S. Since 2005” was posted at realclearenergy.org on June 26, 2022.

Comments about international fossil fuels

An article by Jeremy Beaman titled “More Gas Infrastructure Needed to Handle Energy Crisis, G-7 Leaders Acknowledge” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on June 28, 2022.

Comments about international food crisis

A Reuters article by Michelle Nichols titled “U.S. Urges Countries to Reach Out If Having Issues With Russian Food, Fertilizer Exports” was posted at reuters.com on June 22, 2022.
A Reuters article by Mark Trevelyan titled “Russia Tells U.N. Chief It’s Ready to Help Avert Food Crisis” was posted at reuters.com on June 29, 2022.

A Reuters article by Gayatri Suroyo titled “Indonesia Leader Targets Food Crisis During Russia-Ukraine Peace Mission” was posted at reuters.com on June 30, 2022.

An article titled “Famine Looms in Somalia Amid Global Food Crisis Sparked by Ukraine War” was posted at washingtonpost.com on June 30, 2022.

**Comments about Russia-Ukraine war**

An article by Abraham Mahshie titled “Shift to Air Defense War in Ukraine Prompts U.S. to Rethink Aid” was posted at airforcemag.com on June 24, 2022.

A Reuters article by Tom Balmforth and Marko Djurica titled “Russia Steps Up Missile Strikes on Ukraine as G7 Leaders Gather” was posted at reuters.com on June 26, 2022.

An article by Sophia Ankel titled “A Group of Ukrainian Women Is Selling Their Nudes to Fundraise for the Country’s Forces; They’ve Raised Over $700,000 in Three Months” was posted at businessinsider.com on June 26, 2022.

**Is Russia bringing Belarus into the war?**

A Reuters article by Sandra Maler titled “Putin Promises Belarus Nuclear-Capable Missiles to Counter ‘Aggressive’ West” was posted at reuters.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Caitlin McFall titled “Ukraine Accuses Russia of Bringing Belarus Into War After Missile Launches From Northern Neighbor” was posted at foxnews.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Walter Finch titled “Russian Rockets Rain on Kyiv for First Time in Three Weeks: Missiles Continue to Pound Ukrainian Capital Today After Many Injured in Overnight Strike—As Desperate Putin Plans to Send Nuclear-Capable Arsenal to Belarus” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 26, 2022.

**Will NATO expand?**

An article by Ryan Morgan titled “Ukraine Gains European Union Candidate Status” was posted at americanmilitarynews.com on June 23, 2022.

An article by Bradford Betz titled “Turkey Lifts Opposition to Finland, Sweden Joining NATO” was posted at foxnews.com on June 28, 2022.

An article by Emily Goodin titled “NATO Formally Invites Finland and Sweden to Join the Alliance After Biden Said Putin Is Getting ‘Exactly What He Didn’t Want’ in the ‘NATO-ization of Europe’ and Bolstered International U.S. Military Support” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 29, 2022.
An article by Rob Crilly titled “Biden Mistakes Sweden for Switzerland at NATO Press Conference Before Taking Questions From Reporters on Prepared List” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.

An article by Jill Lawless, Joseph Wilson and Sylvia Corbet titled “NATO Vows to Guard ‘Every Inch of Territory’ as Russia Fumes” was posted at apnews.com on June 30, 2022.

An article titled “Russia and China Slam NATO After Stark Warnings From the Alliance” was posted at apnews.com on June 30, 2022.

Sanctions against Russia

An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Germans Laughed at Trump for Warning About Dependence on Russian Energy; Now They’re in a Gas Crisis” was posted at townhall.com on June 24, 2022.

Comments about Russian oligarchs

An article by Sam Tabahriti titled “A Russian Oligarch’s [Dmitry Pumpyansky’s] Seized $75 Million Superyacht Will Be First Up for Auction, Report Says” was posted at businessinsider.com on June 26, 2022.

Comments about Israel

An article by Natash Turak titled “Israel Votes to Dissolve Parliament, Collapsing Government and Triggering Fifth Election in Three Years” was posted at cnbc.com on June 29, 2022.

An article by Lahav Harkov titled “Yair Lapid Officially Becomes Prime Minister of Israel” was posted at jpost.com on July 1, 2022.

An article by Seth J. Frantzman titled “‘Pro-Palestinian’ Rallies Violence Against Jews Were Always Connected” was posted at jpost.com on June 30, 2022.

Comments about Iran

An article by Patrick Wintour titled “Iran Accused of Making ‘Maximalist Demands’ in Nuclear Deal Talks” was posted at theguardian.com on June 30, 2022.

A Reuters article by Parisa Hafezi titled “Rise of Arab-Israel Axis Spurs Iran to Redouble Nuclear Talks Push” was posted at reuters.com on July 1, 2022.

An article by Benjamin Weinthal titled “Iran Executes a Gay Man Under Label of Sodomy, Says Expert” was posted at jpost.com on July 1, 2022.

Comments about Saudi Arabia

An article by Matt Berg titled “Biden Will Not Directly Ask Saudis to Increase Oil Production During Visit” was posted at politico.com on June 30, 2022.

An article by Rabbi Meyer H. May titled “Saudi-Jewish Relations Prospering in Wake of Abraham Accords” was posted at jpost.com on July 1, 2022.
Comments about Saudi-Backed LIV Tour

- An article by James Corrigan titled “Saudi Rebel [LIV Tour] Circuit to Reimburse Players for $122,885 Fines Given Out by DP World Tour” was posted at telegraph.co.uk on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Andrew Prentice titled “Golfer [Jason Kokrak] Throws Massive Tantrum As He Finishes His Round [at PGA Travelers Championship in Connecticut] by Blasting the Ball Off the Course, Getting in His Car and Driving Away—Before ‘Joining Greg Norman’s Rebel LIV Tour’” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Lara Gwinn titled “PGA Europe Golfers Fined $100,000, Excluded From Future Events After LIV Participation” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

Comments about China

- An article by Staff titled “‘Top Gun: Maverick’ Reaches $1 Billion Worldwide—Without China” was posted at breitbart.com on June 26, 2022.

- An article by Lucas Nolan titled “China’s TikTok Floods America With Ads for Predatory Payday Loan Companies” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Evelyn Cheng titled “China’s Xi Says Hong Kong Is Moving ‘From Chaos to Governance’” was posted at cnbc.com on June 30, 2022.

- An article by Jessie Yeung titled “Xi Jinping Leaves Mainland China for the First Time Since the Beginning of Pandemic” was posted at cnn.com on June 30, 2022.

Comments about Russia and China

- An article by Bill Bostock titled “Putin Is Meeting Leaders of China, Brazil and India—Showing Russia Still Has Powerful Allies Despite the Ukraine Invasion” was posted at businessinsider.com on June 23, 2022.

Migrants at Morocco’s Spanish enclave

- An article by Walter Finch and Matthew Lodge titled “Migrants Are Piled Up by a Border Fence Surrounded by Riot Police in Shocking Scenes After More Than 2,000 Stormed Fence to Break Into Spanish Enclave Bordering Morocco—Killing 23” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Adam Solomons, Walter Finch and Matthew Lodge titled “Moroccan Police Accused of ‘Brutality’ as Officer Is Filmed Using His Baton to Strike Wounded Migrant Lying Helpless on the Ground Surrounded by Bodies—as Death Toll Rises to 37 After 2,000 Stormed Fence to Enter Spanish Enclave” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 26, 2022.

International miscellaneous news

- An article by Stirling Taylor titled “Tennis Superstar Naomi Osaka Is Slammed Over Her New Project With LeBron James Because Its Name [Hana Kuma] Has a Very Sexually Explicit Meaning for 200 Million Africans” was posted at churchofgodbigsandy.com on July 2, 2022.
‘Flower Bear’ in Japanese, but Translates in Swahili as ‘A Woman With No Vagina’]” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 24, 2022.

- An article by Leif Le Mahieu titled “America’s Foreign Allies—Some With Stricter Abortion Laws Than U.S.—Lament Supreme Court Abortion Decision” was posted at dailywire.com on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Zach Jewell titled “Google Searches on ‘How to Move to Canada’ Spiked Following SCOTUS Ruling” was posted at dailywire.com on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “Suspected Islamic Terrorist From Iran Shoots Nearly Two Dozen People at Gay Bar in Norway” was posted at dailywire.com on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Jonathan Rose titled “Four Dead (Including a Child) and as Many as 70 People Injured After Stand Collapses at Bullfighting Ring in Columbia” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 26, 2022.

- An article by Charlotte McLaughlin titled “Turkish Police Clash With LGBTQ Supporters and News Photographer at Banned Istanbul Pride March—With Officers Arresting ‘More Than 100 People’ According to Organizers” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 26, 2022.

- An article by Allum Bokhari titled “Canadian Regulators Want to Use Law to Force Big Tech to ‘Manipulate’ Algorithms” was posted at breitbart.com on June 29, 2022.

- An article by David Averre titled “ ‘They Will Pay’: Bare-Chested Tattooed Gang Members Are Forced to Kneel in Handcuffs While Being Paraded in El Salvador Street as President Vows Criminals Will ‘Get What’s Coming to Them’ After Three Cops Were Shot Dead in Cold Blood” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 1, 2022.

★★★★★

An article by Spencer Brown titled “Supreme Court Deals Major Blow to EPA Power” was posted at townhall.com on June 30, 2022. Following is the article.

The Supreme Court on Thursday handed down a 6-3 decision in West Virginia v. EPA that denied the EPA’s authority to enact sweeping regulations for greenhouse gases that would “decarbonize” American energy under the Clean Air Act.

In a blow to Democrats and climate alarmists, the opinion said the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and its unelected bureaucrats could not use portions of the Clean Air Act to make rules limiting how the United States generates electricity and uses energy—such as ending the use of coal-fired power generation.

The legal mess decided by SCOTUS Thursday arose from the Obama administration’s attempt to wage war on reliable energy sources that, according to leftists and Democrats, are killing the planet.
In the majority opinion authored by Chief Justice Roberts, the power-grab attempted by Democrats to push their radical energy-killing agenda with unelected bureaucrats gets eviscerated.

“Capping carbon dioxide emissions at a level that will force a nationwide transition away from the use of coal to generate electricity may be a sensible “solution to the crisis of the day.” New York v. United States, 505 U. S. 144, 187 (1992). But it is not plausible that Congress gave EPA the authority to adopt on its own such a regulatory scheme in Section 111(d). A decision of such magnitude and consequence rests with Congress itself, or an agency acting pursuant to a clear delegation from that representative body. The judgment of the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit is reversed, and the cases are remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

The Court’s opinion is basically a “nice try, but no” to the EPA’s attempts to implement Democrats and climate alarmists’ “transition” away from the cheap, reliable energy sources that allowed the United States to prosper.

Justice Gorsuch, in a concurring opinion, noted that the administrative state has grown out of control in recent decades, and unelected bureaucrats’ use of delegated power can grow out of control if not checked.

When Congress seems slow to solve problems, it may be only natural that those in the Executive Branch might seek to take matters into their own hands. But the Constitution does not authorize agencies to use pen-and-phone regulations as substitutes for laws passed by the people’s representatives. In our Republic, “[i]t is the peculiar province of the legislature to prescribe general rules for the government of society.” Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Cranch 87, 136 (1810). Because today’s decision helps safeguard that foundational constitutional promise, I am pleased to concur.

The Obama EPA’s instigating policy—the so-called “Clean Power Plan”—was never implemented and President Trump’s EPA repealed the Obama-era plan and replaced it, but the legal challenges on both sides of the policy have continued even while the Biden administration works on its own version of a rule.

SCOTUSblog explains: “The dispute began in 2015 with the Obama administration’s adoption of the Clean Power Plan, a rule that sought to combat climate change by reducing carbon pollution from power plants. The plan never went into effect, however: Several states and private plaintiffs challenged it in federal court, and a divided Supreme Court put it on hold in February 2016. The Trump administration’s EPA repealed the Clean Power Plan in 2019, replacing it with a more lenient policy, known as the Affordable Clean Energy Rule, that established emissions guidelines only for existing coal-fired steam plants. The Trump EPA argued that it was compelled to repeal the Clean Power Plan because it exceeded the agency’s authority under the Clean Air Act. Specifically, the EPA contended, Section 7411 of the act only allowed it to prescribe measures that can be implemented on the physical premises of a power plant—a limitation known in industry parlance as “inside the fence-line.” By contrast, the Clean Power Plan included some measures that applied industry-wide. The Trump EPA’s decision to repeal the Clean Power Plan and
issue the ACE Rule led to another court challenge by a different set of plaintiffs. In January 2021, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit vacated the repeal of the Clean Power Plan, vacated the ACE Rule, and sent the issue back to the EPA for more proceedings. The Supreme Court then granted a request by Republican-led states and coal companies to review that ruling; meanwhile, the Biden administration EPA has indicated that it will not reinstate the Clean Power Plan and is instead drafting its own rules on greenhouse-gas emissions from power plants.

An article by Allen West titled “Does the Progressive Socialist Left Read the Constitution?” was posted at townhall.com on June 27, 2022. Following is the article.

This is a very tumultuous and critical time in the life cycle of our Constitutional Republic. It was just a few weeks ago that I penned a missive titled “Constitutional Rights vs Ideological Rights” for this conservative platform. Who would have ever thought how quickly that writing would come to fruition? I must admit, after last week’s apoplectic meltdowns by the progressive socialist leftists I have to wonder–have ever read the Constitution of these United States of America?

Let’s begin with the left’s burdensome concealed carry restrictions that were overturned by the Supreme Court last week. When one reads the text of the Second Amendment, it clearly articulates that the “right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.”

And what is the purpose of that right? Simple, it is for the security of a free state, meaning our nation. For leftists to impart a delusional restriction forcing legal, law-abiding Americans to prove why they need to be armed and protected outside of their home is absurd and unconstitutional.

Are our freedoms of religion, speech, expression, and right to peacefully assemble relegated to our homes? No, but perhaps that is the leftist goal. This is why at the American Constitutional Rights Union we will continue to fight for our God-given rights, as we did by filing an amicus brief in the case of New York State Rifle and Pistol Association vs. Bruen.

In essence, the left in America wants citizens to be subjects and victims to the criminals that they are releasing in droves back onto our streets.

I find it quite perplexing that the Second Amendment is a specified, enumerated right of the people in our first 10 amendments to the Constitution, known as the Bill of Rights. Yet, it appears that the leftists have never read the Constitution to garner that pretty basic concept.

Instead, the leftists advance their ideological agenda, disarming legal, law abiding, responsible gun owners. Remember what leftist Congressman from Rhode Island, David Cicilline said, “I don’t want to hear about constitutional rights BS.”
That leads to the next case of leftist derangement, the reversal of Roe v. Wade. Let’s go to Article III of the Constitution where we find the duties, roles, and responsibilities of the Judicial Branch of our government.

- The courts are supposed to interpret the law, not make law, nor create individual rights. Sadly, this is all lost on our rather misguided leftist friends.

- They believe that courts should make law rather than issue decisions.

- *Roe* is not and has never been the “law of the land” because it cannot be found anywhere in the Constitution and the legislative branch has never passed it and submitted it to the executive branch to become law.

As well, there is nothing in the Constitution that grants an individual right to privacy that permits murder, by dismemberment, of an unborn child. But facts seem to get in the way of the abject irrational emotionalism of Marxists.

- They do not believe in the three branches of government, but rather the three branches of rule: media, academia, and the courts.

- Therefore, through those mediums they can force their tyrannical will and agenda upon the people by way of centralized totalitarianism.

Unfortunately, the left wants to tell us all that we cannot defend ourselves nor the most vulnerable in America—the unborn. The decision goes back to the States, where it should have been.

- Matter of fact, Article I, Section 8 of the US Constitution lists the 18 duties, roles, responsibilities, purview, and jurisdictions of the federal government.

- The 10th Amendment states that all powers not delegated to the federal government are reserved to the states, and to the people.

Joe Biden has said, no amendment to the Constitution is absolute. I have to wonder if he has ever read the Constitution.

Last week, Democrats and a handful of Republicans in the U.S. House and Senate passed unconstitutional “gun control” legislation.

It is utterly despicable that these ideologues are going to use taxpayer funding to support an unconstitutional action called “Red Flag Laws” that violate the 2nd, 4th, and 5th amendments to our Constitution, specified, enumerated rights in the individual Bill of Rights.

Lastly, can someone explain to me how violent Antifa members can have charges dropped against them?

Or how a militant leftist group called Jane’s Revenge issues threats of violence and intimidation and actually firebomb property, yet not be prosecuted or named a domestic terrorist organization?

But if a concerned parent shows up at a school board meeting to exercise their First Amendment right to petition the government for redress of grievances they could be designated as a domestic terrorist.
Back on July 31, 1982, I took an oath to support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign, and domestic. And in order to be a defender, I read, and continue to read and study the Constitution.

Today, as the Executive Director of the American Constitutional Rights Union (ACRU), I am proud to be on the frontlines, here in our Republic. Former members of the Reagan administration founded the ACRU to fight back against leftist ideologues who wage war against our Constitution and rule of law.

We know that the left does not care about the Constitution, but may I ask, do you? And if you do, are you willing to support and defend it?

Steadfast and Loyal.

★★★★★

An article by Michael Reagan titled “Disney’s Sad Descent” was posted at townhall.com on June 25, 2022. Following is the article.

I cry to see what’s happened to Disney.

When I was growing up—and until not that long ago—you knew you could trust Disney to make entertaining movies you could take your entire family to see.

The Walt Disney Company became rich and powerful by being Hollywood’s most family-friendly corporation.

Its earliest string of animated movies, classics like “Pinocchio” and “Bambi” in the 1940s, are rated G by the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA).

But most of the animated movies and features made these days by Disney and its subsidiary Pixar, including Pixar’s current release “Lightyear,” are not so 1950s wholesome.

They’re rated PG—Parental Guidance suggested.

In a PG-rated product the MPAA says some material “may not be suitable for children. Parents urged to give ‘parental guidance.’ May contain some material parents might not like for their young children.”

The MPAA doesn’t say whether the on-screen kiss between two gay cartoon women in “Lightyear” is something an unwoke parent or grandparent might not want to have to explain to a 6-year-old.

But the kiss—which has caused Disney a lot of grief and given “Lightyear” a lot of free publicity—has become the latest example of how corporate wokeism is spoiling our culture.

Conservatives pundits and many parents are complaining that “Lightyear,” which is the “origin story” of “Toy Story” character Buzz Lightyear, has been politicized by a cell of LGBTQ propagandists working at Disney.
The kissing scene was originally cut from “Lightyear” but was then reinstated after Disney and Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis had a feud over Florida’s “don’t say gay” bill, which banned public schools from discussing sexual orientation and gender identity in grades K-3.

It’s satisfying to see that Disney’s creepy propagandizing is causing it financial pain at the box office, here and overseas.

“Lightyear’s” opening weekend in the United States was a critical and financial bust for a movie that cost $200 million to make.

Because of the gay kiss, about 15 Muslim countries have banned it so far, and China—a major market for Disney—reportedly has asked Disney to cut the scene before allowing it into the country.

There’s lots of humor in Disney’s descent into blatant wokeism in its movies and at its theme parks.

For example, “Fox Across America” host Jimmy Failla tweeted that Disney should rename its Disneyland ride “Snow White and the Seven Genders.”

But mostly what has befallen Disney is terribly sad.

From “Pinocchio” all the way to Disneyworld, the Disney Channel and Disney+, the company Walt started was all about entertainment—G-rated family entertainment.

Now it’s also about pushing woke ideas on little kids and making many parents uncomfortable—or angry.

My granddaughters—age 4 and 6—love going to these animated Disney/Pixar movies, but there’s no way my son Cameron is going to take them and have to explain in the middle of the movie what’s going on between the two women.

Once upon a time, when you went to a movie made by the Disney Company or watched its shows on TV you knew you were going to be able to escape the grim, sordid or politicized stuff polluting our society.

You knew you’d be able to laugh and enjoy the show for a couple hours.

And you knew that your kids were not going to be indoctrinated or confused by values and ideas about sex, politics and lifestyles that deliberately undermined yours.

It’s outrageous what is going on at Disney. I’m 77. I’ll be gone in the not too distant future, but what about my grandchildren?

Their parents shouldn’t be afraid to take them to a Disney movie or let them stream “Toy Story 12.”

We’ve already had six sci-fi movies from Hollywood based on the “Transformers” franchise. Will next year’s blockbuster be “The Transgenders”?

For my grandkids’ sake, I hope not.
Looking back to August 2020, an article by Matt Chester titled “Top 10 Reasons All-Electric Is a Bad Idea” was posted at propane.com on Aug. 11, 2020. Following is the article.

Politicians and government officials at every level seem to be entranced these days by a specific goal when it comes to pushing forward on clean energy: shifting to an all-electric energy system. The idea may seem to make sense because fossil fuels and their carbon emissions have become a pariah in the face of climate change, but does it, really?

When looking at a national energy system comprised of an electric grid (powered by a mix of fossil fuels like coal and gas); gas distribution systems for heating, cooking and other energy needs; and direct burn of fuels ranging from propane to wood chips to petroleum, the all-electric thought process seems to include the following.

- Let’s remove all direct fuel burning from the energy ecosystem, given they release greenhouse gas emissions.
- Let’s make sure the electric grid is powered only by carbon-free sources to remove the rest of the fossil fuels from our energy use.

Leaders under pressure about climate and clean energy issues, who also don’t have direct energy experience or understanding themselves, see no flaw with this logic. And by adopting that way of thinking, they can make big sweeping promises like a carbon-neutral grid by 2040 or a 100% clean energy system by 2050. These goals seem so simple, and for them, it starts with going all-electric in buildings, all-electric in transportation, all-electric in industry ... all-electric, all the time!

But is this goal a good idea? Are we collectively rushing to this conclusion? And have we looked past how great of a slogan 100% electrification sounds like to consider potential unintended consequences?

To kick-start that discussion, here are just 10 potential risks to consider of an all-electric energy system that may have you pumping the brakes on such goals.

- **Electric systems are awfully wasteful.**

The most climate-friendly way to approach energy is not to waste any of it, but centralized electric systems actually bring with them great inefficiencies.

These inefficiencies start at the source, with EIA noting that more than 60% of the energy used for electricity generation is lost in the conversion process.

Add to that the 8% to 15% of the power that’s lost due to inefficiencies during transmission and distribution.
And if an operator needs to use energy storage, which becomes more and more necessary as intermittent renewable generation is added the grid, tack on another 10% to 60% of energy losses during that round trip.

**Weather makes electrical transmission even more inefficient.**

The dream of a 100% electric-based energy system, full of renewable energy, ignores weather-related challenges. Clean sources of electricity, solar, wind and even hydropower are all reliant on weather patterns cooperating, which history has shown is tough to count on.

But further, the heat of the summer months will lead to greater inefficiencies in transmission. This impact can amount to transmission capacity dropping by 2% to 6% during the summer, at a time when the grid must already contend with downed power lines, excess demand from cooling needs, and even interruptions from hurricanes and wildfires.

**Coal-powered electricity isn’t leaving quickly enough, elevating the carbon intensity of the grid.**

Transitioning to 100% electric assumes that fossil fuels can be wiped from the grid. However, coal-fired power plants still represent a significant portion of the nation’s generating capacity and account for nearly one-quarter of total annual generation.

Even regions that are forward-thinking on clean energy can’t just shake coal out of their systems. For example, in Austin, Texas—the place Elon Musk dubbed an ecological paradise—the dirty secret is that the Fayette Power Plant provides a big chunk of the city’s power.

So, even ecological paradises would find that as soon as they shifted to all-electric, they would end up replacing coal with gas and other fuels, resulting in lower, but not zero carbon emissions.

**Electricity simply isn’t practical for all energy needs.**

Over the past decade, innovation and progress have made the idea of electric vehicles not only feasible but also a practical choice for many people.

That shift represents a great success in replacing gasoline with electricity, but it doesn’t mean we should put the carriage before the electric-powered horse for all means of transportation.

For large electric ships, studies show to sail from Asia to Europe, 40% of the ship’s cargo weight would have to be replaced with batteries.

Replacing long-haul trucking with electric vehicles in the EU would require 10% of the continent’s power generated alone.

And given the inefficiency of burning fossil fuels to create power and the stubborn part of the generating capacity stuck on fossil fuels, experts say this change would be economically and ecologically pointless.
Electricity may work for some use cases, but many industries would not thrive under an all-electric paradigm.

- **Common “clean electricity” sources, such as biomass, carry environmental questions of their own.**

Much of the transition to all “clean electricity” turns out to be more accounting exercise than actual benefit to the environment, and the biomass industry represents that issue well.

Biomass supporters claim that burning trees, wood mass and other biofuels is technically carbon neutral, because all the carbon that is emitted was first vacuumed out of the atmosphere by the plants in the first place, meaning there is no net effect.

Experts call that conclusion into question. Bill McKibben, the founder of 350.org, notes, “Burning wood to generate electricity expels a big puff of carbon into the atmosphere now. Eventually, if the forest regrows, that carbon will be sucked back up. But eventually will be too long ... we’re going to break the back of the climate system in the next few decades. For all intents and purposes, in the short term, wood is just another fossil fuel, and in climate terms, the short term is mostly what matters.”

So even the clean electricity sources we’re looking to shift to could be doing more damage than good in the long term.

- **Rural and disadvantaged populations have specific reliability needs electricity can’t meet.**

The energy needs between rural and urban residents come with inherent differences, and so the best solutions for them will naturally differ as well.

Across the world, 940 million people don’t have access to electricity. Although that might not seem like a problem in the U.S., many rural and low-income areas across the U.S. find themselves with poor electricity service, even when it’s available.

Within these areas, access to nonelectric sources of energy means they can continue to heat their homes, cook their food and ensure reliable energy use.

Given the limited amount of funds available for the electric sector, money in these regions would be better spent to tackle a whole-energy system approach that recognizes electricity isn’t always the best option for them.

- **The grid isn’t equipped to handle full-blown electrification.**

Clean electricity generated is only as good as it can be reliably and affordably delivered to end users, and the state of that transmission and distribution system today is well behind where it should be.

In the rush to advocate for an all-electric system, advocates may be overlooking the reality that the deployment of electric cars, heat pumps and other electric technology is poised to increase power consumption by 40% by 2050.
Given that the present-day demand on the grid has led to blackouts, brownouts and unreliable power, this shift towards greater electricity consumption will only make these painful interruptions more frequent.

**Individual buildings need energy resilience.**

If a customer, a building or even an entire community are forced to rely just on electricity for all of their energy needs—heating and cooling, food storage and preparation, transportation, etc.—then a single point of failure can interrupt all of those systems.

Customers are unlikely to accept a nonresilient energy system and the idea that all their modern amenities could go down in the blink of an eye because of a single downed powerline.

In contrast, customers who still retain a gas line will still have heating and cooking options, and customers without electric cars can still fill up at the gasoline station.

**All-electric homes, on average, have greater carbon footprints.**

Assuming the goal of addressing climate change and reducing carbon emissions, the move to electrify all homes and actors on the grid is a short-sighted idea.

When comparing all-electric homes with homes of comparable size and profile that use natural gas, studies find that the gas homes are responsible for about one-third fewer greenhouse gas emissions.

So, if you’re seeking to reduce the carbon footprint of a building, required electrification is not considered a win.

And given the common knowledge that the time remaining is narrowing to suitably address climate change before the effects are irreversible, pumping extra emissions into the atmosphere now does those efforts no favors.

**Customer preference doesn’t lie with electricity for many applications.**

Consumer choice is a good thing, and the simple fact remains that for many applications requiring energy, customers prefer the efficacy and results they get with gas.

Surveys show that almost 70% of customers prefer gas for home heating, water heating and cooking.

Similarly, in homes with cold environments, many customers refuse to give up their wood-burning household heating because of the ability to store the wood in their home and the comfort this heating method gives them.

Forcing all these nonelectric uses to be electrified limits application, effectiveness and utility that these customers desire for important reasons.
An article by Michelle Malkin titled “The Cowardly American Corporation” was posted at cnsnews.com on June 29, 2022. Following is the article.

I no longer bubble with rage when a new outbreak of corporate wokeness erupts across our fruited plain. It’s just another day in the pathetic life of the Land of the Greedy and the Home of the Enslaved.

To wit: this week’s parade of U.S. companies ostentatiously trumpeting “health care coverage” for employees who want to travel to Planned Parenthood-beholden states to destroy the lives of their unborn babies in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision overturning Roe v. Wade.

You know and I know that these firms aren’t leaping forward to shower “health” benefits (translation: fetal homicide subsidies) on workers out of compassion or principle. It’s not even about straightforward financial calculations.

Yes, of course, covering workers’ quickie trips to eliminate inconvenient life is much cheaper than footing the bill for extended maternity leaves. But the bottom line is this: Corporate aborti-mania is driven by abject fear and quivering compliance with cultural authoritarianism.

The woke bullies of American capitalism (LOL) are not really bullies at all. They’re yellow-bellied pimpers of Chinese-made goods and globo-homogenized services who are captives—not captains—of the regime.

They are mortified by boycotts and terrified by bad press (see what happened to Pepsi in January after abortifa targeted the company for its donation to the Texas GOP). So they surrender to the violence-threatening wrath of a miserably hideous minority of hysterical harridans online and on the ground.

The CEO of Dick’s Sporting Goods, Lauren Hobart, announced on her LinkedIn account that the company is “prepared to ensure that all of our teammates have consistent and safe access to the benefits we provide, regardless of the state in which they live.” That means forking over $4,000 per worker, spouse, or dependent’s abortion.

Outdoor clothing retailer Patagonia followed suit, with a press release filled with gooey rhetoric about “caring” for their employees’ “choices.” Again: LOL.

No one is fooled by Big Business leaders wrapping themselves in “My Body, My Choice” rhetoric. (Hello, Alaska Airlines, Google, Citigroup, Apple, Microsoft, JPMorgan, Columbia Sportswear, Nike, Adidas, Uber, Netflix, Disney, etc., etc., etc.)

Everything is performative theater.

Never forget: The companies who ruthlessly cracked down on maskless autistic toddlers and senior citizens on respirators—the same ones who threatened, punished, and fired vaccine objectors en masse—are now preening loudly about their “culture of care,” “equity,” and commitment to sacred health care “rights.”
The corporate enforcers of COVID-19 tyranny are now the corporate enforcers of abortion-as-health-care extremism because that is what the Beltway swamp decrees and the TikTok mob demands.


“Why does he do it?” Havel asks.

One answer: to avoid conflict. “If he were to refuse, there could be trouble. He could be reproached for not having the proper decoration in his window; someone might even accuse him of disloyalty. He does it because these things must be done if one is to get along in life.”

It’s a signal of capitulation and conformity.

“I, the greengrocer XY, live here and I know what I must do. I behave in the manner expected of me. I can be depended upon and am beyond reproach. I am obedient and therefore I have the right to be left in peace,” Havel decoded the placard’s slogan.

“This message, of course, has an addressee: it is directed above, to the greengrocer’s superior, and at the same time it is a shield that protects the greengrocer from potential informers” (or online snitches and outrage manufacturers in modern day).

Communist ideology, like today’s corporate woke ideology, “is a veil behind which human beings can hide their own fallen existence, their trivialization, and their adaptation to the status quo,” Havel declared.

“It is an excuse that everyone can use, from the greengrocer, who conceals his fear of losing his job behind an alleged interest in the unification of the workers of the world, to the highest functionary, whose interest in staying in power can be cloaked in phrases about service to the working class.”

These corrupt American corporations and their comrades above and below have less might than either they or we think they do.

■ Abortion is murder, not health care.
■ $1 + 1 = 2$.
■ Ignorance is an abyss.

If individual citizens conscientiously conduct the business of their own lives in truth, not trepidation, the power of the powerless cannot be suppressed.

★★★★★

An article by Clarence Thomas titled “How Liberal Policies Have Killed Black Communities” was posted at nypost.com on June 22, 2022. Following is the article.
In this excerpt from the just-published "Created Equal: Clarence Thomas in His Own Words" by Michael Pack and Mark Paoletta, the Supreme Court justice reflects on changes in his hometown, Savannah, Ga. The book is based on more than 30 hours of interviews Pack conducted with Thomas and his wife, Ginni, for the film of the same name; 95% of the book’s material is new, including this excerpt.

Michael Pack: You have talked a little today about how life in the black community has not been improved by many well-intentioned social programs. Do you think, in some sense, it is worse than when you grew up?

Clarence Thomas: It’s a disaster. When I grew up, you had family, you didn’t have drugs, you didn’t have gang-banging. You could walk down the street.

There was a change in our society. I think that these programs certainly had an impact. Just go back to Savannah and take a look around you. Our worst fears were realized. We didn’t want to be right; we wanted to be wrong. It wasn’t about winning an argument. No, we wanted to lose the argument. We did not want the damage to occur; that’s why we were involved. I don’t particularly like public life; I never wanted to be in public life. I’d like to go to football games. I’d like not to make decisions about other people’s lives, but what drags you into it is when you see these principles being undermined, which leads to such destruction. The policies destroy people, and, ultimately, I think, we’re going to destroy the very thing that allows us to have liberty and to have a free society.

MP: So the heirs to those movements, like Black Lives Matter, focus on other things: mass incarceration, police brutality. What do you think of the current movements for racial justice?

CT: I don’t really follow the movements du jour. I don’t quite understand them. It’s fascinating to me that the radical groups in the ‘60s, that we all were aware of and fond of back then, like the Black Panthers—that’s kind of mainstream now. But we knew they were more marginal back then. I don’t know what to say about this. But if you look at some of the things that still are problematic, like bad education, unsafe neighborhoods, drugs, alcohol, breakdown in families, it seems like these are things that we warned about back then. We were told, basically, take a long walk on the short pier. And I understand that. I understand people not wanting to hear an opposing view. But at the same time, we’re not taking ownership of these policies’ having a significant role in the damage that’s been done.

MP: You’ve made many trips back to both Pin Point and Savannah. When you return, do you reflect on your life? Do you reflect on how it is now?

CT: I don’t reflect a lot about these sorts of things. A lot of this is depressing, and it didn’t have to happen. The Savannah that I return to is not the Savannah I grew up in. There are good parts, you’re free to move about. You don’t have the segregation, but you’ve got pathologies that we didn’t have before. You’ve got the crime we didn’t have before. You’ve got the disintegration of families that you didn’t have before, disorder you didn’t have
before. And they were things that were avoidable. You didn’t have to do that
to poor people, and it’s just heartbreaking. Something has changed, so it’s
kind of hard to go back.

My grandfather would always talk about: How do you help people without
turning them into wards of the state, turning them into people who don’t help
themselves? He would have this line, “You help people help themselves.” And
there was a difference between helping or helping to help themselves. Now we
could do it individually because we did it all the time. It was not only our
Christian obligation; it was the way we lived. That’s the way our community
lived. You have fish and somebody else has beans, they bring you beans, you
give them fish, or vice versa. But what happens with people who can’t help
themselves? And my grandfather’s line was, “There are people who won’t help
themselves and the people who can’t help themselves.” And he wanted to help
people who couldn’t help themselves versus those who wouldn’t. And how do
you make that distinction? Well, you live there. It’s a part of your communi-
ty; it’s family, it’s your neighbor. You know that this person refuses to work,
versus that person who’s disabled or that person had just had another kid and
can’t go to work right now. But you don’t know that from a distance.

When people have these sort of macro policies and they have unintended
consequences, they don’t fess up to it. When you tear down a neighborhood
in order to replace the housing, you have changed the neighborhood. That lit-
tle church that used to be there that people went to on Sundays, that little
community house or whatever, is suddenly gone.

**MP:** Why do you think these activists promote these policies? Don’t they have
good intentions?

**CT:** We were talking before about people will push a policy that makes them
feel good. “Oh, I feel good about myself because I put you all in public hous-
ing.” When my grandfather saw all these high-rises for public housing, he
thought it was awful. I remember when we visited a relative in New York who
lived in one, and he said, “Boy, this don’t make no damn sense: pilin’ po’ peo-
ple on top of po’ people.” And it turned out he was right. They tore down Cabrini
Green [a Chicago housing project] and many of these notorious high-rise pub-
lic-housing projects. They made a prophet out of him because he thought it
would just create more problems. And yet the people who pushed it never say,
“Oh, we made a mistake.” And they never take account of the fact the damage
did to the people with their grand experiment, the gangs they created, the
drug dealing they accommodated, the destruction of the family that was exac-
erbated. All this was not necessarily caused but at least influenced in the wrong
direction by the artificiality of the neighborhoods they created.

The experts don’t live in the neighborhood. They don’t know what effect it
had when you tore down that little shoe store because you say it was in a
substandard building. It’s the same thing. When we had school integra-
tion, the unintended consequences is the effect it had on the black teachers
and also the neighborhood schools. You walked to school, your parents went
to that school, and what happens when you break those bonds?
MP: Good point. The unintended consequences are significant.

CT: My grandfather said something one day when we’re riding around on the oil truck, and they’re beginning to tear down the old substandard housing and supposedly putting up new things. Well, they never got around to putting up that part. So when they started tearing down some of the dilapidated houses in our neighborhood, he said, “Boy, they’re tearing down neighborhoods and building buildings.” That phrase has just stuck in my mind. There’s a difference between a neighborhood and a building. And it may be a subtle difference, particularly when you’re young, that you miss. But as life goes on, you see that a building and a neighborhood are two entirely different things. You can have really nice buildings and a horrible neighborhood, and you can have awful buildings and a wonderful neighborhood. And that was his point about our neighborhood. Our neighborhood was fine. But geniuses came in—the experts—and started tearing down buildings and tearing up the neighborhood.

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines are about articles that involve the United States. The articles were not posted, but the headlines give the essence of the story.

Comments about rich getting richer

- An article by Stefan Stevenson titled “Rich Get Richer; High Gas Prices Help Dallas Cowboys Owner Jerry Jones Earn Billions” was posted at star-telegram.com on June 23, 2022.

- An article by Chloe Berger titled “Ultrawealthy Americans Are Flocking to Get ‘Golden Visas’ in Europe Amid Political Turmoil; Here Are the Top 2 Places They’re Going [Villas of Portugal and Beaches of Greece]” was posted at fortune.com on June 24, 2022.

- An article by Keith Griffith titled “Bill Gates Wins Legal Approval to Buy Huge Swath of North Dakota Farmland Worth $13.5 Million After Outcry From Residents Who Say They Are Being Exploited by the Ultra-Rich” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.

Basic facts about SCOTUS overruling Roe vs. Wade

- An article by Terence P. Jeffrey titled “Supreme Court: ‘The Constitution Does Not Confer a Right to Abortion; Roe and Casey Are Overruled’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on June 24, 2022.

- An article by Terence P. Jeffrey titled “Supreme Court: ‘The Clear Answer Is the Fourteenth Amendment Does Not Protect the Right to an Abortion’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on June 24, 2022.
An article by Terence P. Jeffrey titled “Chief Justice John Roberts Says He Would Not Have Overruled ‘the Basic Right . . . to Terminate a Pregnancy’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by Ken Klukowski titled “Supreme Court Overrules Roe vs. Wade in Dobbs Decision—Returns Abortion to State Lawmakers” was posted at breitbart.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by Staff titled “Dan Bongino Speaks Out on ‘Misinformation’ Surrounding the Supreme Court’s Ruling on Abortion” was posted at foxnews.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by James P. Pinkerton titled “The Supreme Court Confirmed That the Constitution’s Solution for Abortion Is Federalism” was posted at breitbart.com on June 25, 2022.

**SCOTUS ruling—conservatives cheer**

An article by Michael W. Chapman titled “Conservatives Cheer Overturning of Roe vs. Wade, Remember 63 Million Babies Killed by Abortion” was posted at cnsnews.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by Trent Baker titled “[Jim] Jordan [of Ohio]: SCOTUS Dobbs Decision a ‘Victory Over the Intimidation Tactics of the Left’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on June 26, 2022.

An article by Nick Gilbertson titled “Mike Pompeo: ‘We’re Going to Protect So Many Unborn Babies’ Following SCOTUS Decision” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

**Comments about thanking Donald Trump**

An article by Rebecca Downs titled “Dobbs Decision Is a Crucial Reminder of How Much the 2016 Election Mattered” was posted at townhall.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Jordan Dixon-Hamilton titled “Donald Trump: Decision to Overturn Roe Is the ‘Answer to the Prayers of Millions and Millions of People’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Hannah Bleau titled “Rep. Mary Miller: We Can Now Promote a ‘Culture of Life’ and ‘Owe’ Abortion Victory to Trump” was posted at breitbart.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Cliff Nichols titled “It’s Time for America to Thank God for President Trump” was posted at townhall.com on June 27, 2022.

**Comments about pro-life**

An article by Beth Whitehead titled “Crisis Pregnancy Centers That Democrats Smeared as ‘Fake Clinics’ Saved 800,000 Lives Since 2016” was posted at thefederalist.com on June 23, 2022.

An article by Zach Jewell titled “Candace Owens Grills Amy Schumer for Using Slavery in Abortion Rant: ‘Hyper-Privileged Liberals Want Black People to Protest on Their Behalf’ ” was posted at dailywire.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by Paul Farrell titled “Off-Duty Rhode Island Cop Is Arrested and Drops Out of Senate Race After ‘Punching’ Female Democrat Rival During Roe vs. Wade Clash” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 26, 2022.

An article by Madeline Leesman titled “Pro-Life Mississippi AG [Lynn Fitch] Certifies State’s Trigger Law Protecting Unborn Lives” was posted at townhall.com on June 27, 2022.

An article by Brandon Drey titled “‘We Have a Firm Conviction That Each Life Is Precious’: Mississippi Governor [Tate Reeves] Declares June ‘Sanctity of Life Month’ ” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

An article by Amanda Harding titled “Texas-Based Insurance Company [Buffer Insurance, a Small Company Headquartered in Southlake, Texas] Offers Employees Money for Birth, Adoption in Response to Roe vs. Wade Being Overturned” was posted at dailywire.com on June 30, 2022.

**Biden voted correctly in 1981**

An article by Craig Bannister titled “Biden Once Voted [in 1981] for Constitutional Amendment to Do What SCOTUS Abortion-Ruling Does [to Give Authority to Regulate to Each Individual State]” was posted at cnsnews.com on June 24, 2022.

**Comments about defying SCOTUS**

An article by Ned Cosby titled “[Democrat] Trickle-Down Lawlessness” was posted at americanthinker.com on June 23, 2022.

An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Democrats Are Already Rejecting the Supreme Court’s Legitimacy” was posted at townhall.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by Melanie Arter titled “Biden Calls on Congress to ‘Restore the Protections of Roe vs. Wade as Federal Law’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on June 24, 2022.


An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Democrats Continue Rejecting the Supreme Court’s Legitimacy” was posted at townhall.com on June 27, 2022.
Continued threats against SCOTUS justices

- An article by Sarah Arnold titled “Night of Rage: Pro-Abortion Groups Threaten There Will Be No Peace for SCOTUS Justices” was posted at townhall.com on June 24, 2022.

SCOTUS ruling—leftists rage

- An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “Far-Left Rages Across Country After Supreme Court Overturns Unconstitutional Roe vs. Wade Ruling” was posted at dailywire.com on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Zach Jewell titled “‘Anarchical and Criminal Actions’: Arizona Authorities Address Rioting From Pro-Abortion Activists in State Capitol” was posted at dailywire.com on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Natasha Anderson titled “Pro-Abortion Protester Shuts Down DC’s Frederick Douglass Bridge for Almost 28 Hours by Scaling One of Its Huge 70-Foot Arches Without a Safety Harness” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Ronny Reyes titled “Pro-Abortion Protesters Clash With Cops in South Carolina as Thousands of Activists Across America Hit the Streets for a Second Day After SCOTUS Overruled Roe vs. Wade” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 26, 2022.

- An article by Andrea Cavallier titled “She Decides: Women Go on Nationwide Sex Strike in Protest at SCOTUS Overturning Roe vs. Wade as Pro-Choice Marches Continue Across America and Rioters in Portland Go on Rampage” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 26, 2022.

- An article by Staff titled “Democrat Governor Gretchen Whitmer Does Not Condemn Leftist Violence When Asked About Threats in Michigan” was posted at dailywire.com on June 26, 2022.

- An article by Adam Edelman titled “Wisconsin Governor [Tony Evers] Vows to Grant Clemency to Doctors Charged Under State Abortion Ban” was posted at nbcnews.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Pro-Abortion Protesters Attacked Fox News Studio on Friday” was posted at townhall.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “UC [University of California] Law Dean [David Faigman]: Roe vs. Wade Reversal ‘Turns Back the Clock’ to When Women Were ‘Treated as Property’” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Dillon Burroughs titled “Al Sharpton Tells MSNBC the Pro-Life Movement Has ‘Hijacked the Bible and Jesus’” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

- An article by Jonah Goldberg titled “Democrats Have a Funny Way of Expressing Concern About ‘Our Democracy’” was posted at thedispatch.com on June 29, 2022.
An article by Craig Bannister titled “Brent Bozell: Media’s Pro-Abortion Activists ‘Doing Everything They Can to Scare and Intimidate’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on June 30, 2022.

Did you catch the irony?

An article by John Nolte titled “Pro-Abortion Democrats Riot in Democrat-Run Cities—LOL” was posted at breitbart.com on June 25, 2022.

Comments about pro-abortion and celebrities

An article by Katie Jerkovich titled “Singer [Phoebe Bridgers] Shouts ‘F*** America’ to Festival Crowd After Roe vs. Wade Is Overturned” was posted at dailywire.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by Adam Sabes titled “Barbra Streisand Says the Supreme Court Is ‘The American Taliban’ ” was posted at foxnews.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Staff titled “Live Updates: Celebrities Mourn End of Roe vs. Wade, Rage at Conservatives” was posted at breitbart.com on June 26, 2022.

An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Pop Singer Pink Mocked AfterDemanding Pro-Lifers Boycott Her Music: ‘I Accept Your Terms’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Disney Star Olivia Rodrigo Sings ‘F**k You’ During Supreme Court Attack in England” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

An article by Christopher Tremoglie titled “Why Are So Many Unhinged Celebrities So Attached to Killing Babies?” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on June 28, 2022.

Attacks on churches and pregnancy centers escalate

An article by Spencer Brown titled “Mainstream Media Continues Hiding Jane’s Revenge Attacks on Pro-Life Organizations” was posted at townhall.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by James Gordon titled “Christian Pregnancy Clinic in Colorado Is Torched and Graffitied With the Words ‘If Abortions Aren’t Safe, Neither Are You’—After Pro-Abortion Extremists Warned of ‘Night of Rage’ Following Roe vs. Wade Decision” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 25, 2022.

An article by Mary Margaret Olohan titled “In the Wake of Roe vs. Wade, Attacks on Churches, Pregnancy Centers Escalate” was posted at dailywire.com on June 27, 2022.

A video and an article by Alastair Talbot titled “Moment Crazed Man, 31, Smashes Up Door of Catholic Church [in Bellevue, Washington] and Sprays Graffiti Over the Walls After Roe vs. Wade Was Overturned” were posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.
Comments about states acting as “safe havens”

- An article by Charlotte Pence Bond titled “Pro-Abortion States Seek to Become ‘Safe Havens’ for Women Seeking Abortions” was posted at dailywire.com on June 24, 2022.

- An article by Sarah Arnold titled “West Coast Governors [in California, Oregon and Washington] Vow to Make Their States a ‘Safe Haven’ for Abortions” was posted at townhall.com on June 24, 2022.

- An article by Hannah Getahun titled “Many Republicans Rejoiced at Roe Being Overtorn, but These Four GOP Governors [Charlie Baker of Massachusetts, Larry Hogan of Maryland, Phil Scott of Vermont and Chris Sununu of New Hampshire] Want to Protect the Right to Abortion” was posted at businessinsider.com on June 25, 2022.

- An article titled “California Lawmakers Put Constitutional Amendment Protecting Abortion on Ballot” was posted at upi.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Paul Bois titled “Amazon Employees Allegedly Demand Business Cease in Pro-Life States and Allow ‘Time to Grieve’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Alex Oliveira titled “North Dakota’s Only Abortion Clinic Plans to Skirt State’s Impending Ban by Moving Across Nearby River Into Minnesota After Supreme Court Overturned Roe vs. Wade” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 29, 2022.

- An article by Alex Oliveira titled “Montana Planned Parenthood Will Demand Proof of Residency for Medication Abortion—but Insists That Surgical Abortions for People Traveling From Other States Will Remain Available” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.

Businesses cover travel costs for abortions

- An article by Madeline Leesman titled “SCOTUS Obliterates Roe vs. Wade; Some Companies Will Now Pay for Employees to Travel for Abortion” was posted at townhall.com on June 24, 2022.

- An article by Daniella Genovese titled “Alaska Airlines, Dick’s Sporting Goods, JPMorgan, Disney and Other Covering Travel Costs for Abortions” was posted at foxbusiness.com on June 24, 2022.

- An article by Staff titled “Dick’s Sporting Goods [Store] Offering Up to $4,000 Travel Costs for Employees Needing Healthcare [Which Includes Wanting an Abortion]” was posted at wizm.com on June 24, 2022.

- An article by Hannah Bleau titled “Dick’s Sporting Goods [Store] Will Not Say If It Will Offer $4,000 to Employees Who Refuse to Terminate Their Pregnancies” was posted at breitbart.com on June 25, 2022.
Comments about pro-abortion and religion

- An article by Keith Griffith titled “Kamala Says Abortion Is in Line With Christianity: Baptist VP Says There’s ‘Nothing’ About Supporting Abortion Rights That Requires Americans to ‘Abandon or Change Their Faith’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 17, 2022.

- An article by Nikki Schwab titled “Seeking Redemption? Pelosi and DUI Husband Paul Meet the Pope and Receive Communion in the Vatican Despite Her Support for Abortion—and as He Awaits Trial for California Drunk Driving Arrest” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 29, 2022.

Comments about pro-abortion and military

- An article by Lara Seligman, Paul McLeary, Quint Forgey and Alexander Ward titled “After Roe’s Fall, the Pentagon Has No Answers for Female Service Members [Transferring to States That Still Have Abortions]” was posted at politico.com on June 24, 2022.

Comments about abortions in National Parks?

- An article by Madeline Leesman titled “AOC, Elizabeth Warren Want Planned Parenthood to Set Up Shop in National Parks” was posted at townhall.com on June 29, 2022.

Shortage of contraceptive pills

- An article by Landon Mion titled “CVS, Walmart, Rite Aid Limiting Purchases of Plan B [Contraceptive] Pills Following SCOTUS Ruling” was posted at foxbusiness.com on June 28, 2022.

Admitting that “abortion involves killing”

- An article by Matt Vespa titled “Feminist Writer [Sophie Lewis] Finally Says the Quiet Part Out Loud Regarding Abortion [‘Abortion Involves Killing—and That’s Okay’]” was posted at townhall.com on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Sophie Lewis titled “Abortion Involves Killing—and That’s Okay” was posted at thenation.com on June 22, 2022.

Is SCOTUS decision helping Democrats?

- An article by Mollie Hemingway titled “Democrats’ Abortion Views Are Far Too Radical to Benefit From the Post-Roe Political Reality” was posted at thefederalist.com on June 28, 2022.

- An article by Hank Berrien titled “Dems’ Nightmare: 5 Days After SCOTUS Overturns Roe, Biden Hits His Lowest Approval Ever” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

Comments about Clarence Thomas

- An article by John L. Dorman titled “Clarence Thomas Says Roe vs. Wade Wasn’t a Focal Issue for Him as He Went Through Law School and Launched
His Legal Career: ‘My Life Was Consumed by Survival’ “ was posted at businessinsider.com on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Amanda Prestigiacomo titled “Samuel L. Jackson Invokes Racial Slur [Uncle Tom], Goes After Justice Clarence Thomas’ Marriage After Abortion Decision” was posted at dailywire.com on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Warner Todd Huston titled “Marvel-Disney Star Samuel L. Jackson Blasts Justice Thomas as ‘Uncle Clarence’ in Racist Pile-On” was posted at breitbart.com on June 26, 2022.


- An article by Adam B. Coleman titled “Calling Justice Thomas ‘Uncle Clarence’ Exposes the Rotten Sham That Is the Progressive Movement” was posted at nypost.com on June 27, 2022.

**Conservative justices didn’t lie during hearings**

- An article by Brad Dress titled “Ocasio-Cortez Says Conservative Justices Lied Under Oath, Should Be Impeached” was posted at thehill.com on June 26, 2022.

- An article by Staff titled “The Justices Didn’t Lie to the Senate” was posted at wsj.com on June 26, 2022.

- An article by Mary Margaret Olohan titled “Democrats Falsely Accuse Kavanaugh, Gorsuch of ‘Lying Under Oath’ About Roe vs. Wade” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

**Leaker of SCOTUS memo**

- An article by Mary Margaret Olohan titled “A Supreme Court Leak Prompted Attacks; the Leaker Has Not Been Identified” was posted at dailywire.com on June 27, 2022.

**SCOTUS rulings—Democrats want to pack the court**

- Looking back to October 2020, an article by Valerie Richardson titled “AOC Calls for Supreme Court Expansion After Amy Coney Barrett Confirmation” was posted at washingtontimes.com on Oct. 26, 2020.

- Looking back to April 2021, an article by Marisa Schultz titled “AOC Backs Court-Packing Push: ‘We Should Be Expanding the Court’ ” was posted at foxnews.com on April 15, 2021.

- Looking back to April 2021, an article by Marianne Levine titled “Liberal Push to Expand Supreme Court Is All But Dead Among Hill Dems” was posted at politico.com on April 26, 2021.

- An article by Matt Vespa titled “Ocasio-Cortez: We Need to Pack the Court Because There’s No Checks and Balances [Showing Her Ignorance About the Separation of Powers]” was posted at townhall.com on June 24, 2022.
An article by Dillon Burroughs titled “Sen. Elizabeth Warren Claimed SCOTUS ‘Burned’ Legitimacy in Roe Verdict, Calls for Adding More Justices” was posted at dailywire.com on June 26, 2022.

An article by Anders Hagstrom titled “Biden Still Does Not Support Court Packing, White House Confirms” was posted at foxnews.com on June 26, 2022.

An article by Guy Benson titled “Still a Hard ‘No’: Americans Reject Court-Packing Again, in New Poll” was posted at townhall.com on June 29, 2022.

**SCOTUS rulings—Democrats want to change filibuster**

An article by Elizabeth Elkind and Katelyn Caralle titled “Kamala Bizarrely Says She Is ‘the Daughter of a Woman, and a Granddaughter of a Woman’ as She Slams SCOTUS Over Roe: Vice President Breaks From Fellow Democrats [Who Want] Abolishing the Filibuster to Pass Abortion Laws” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 27, 2022.

An article by Ben Zeisloft titled “‘I’m Going to Do Everything in My Power’: Biden Calls to Suspend the Filibuster and Nationalize Abortion Law” was posted at dailywire.com on June 30, 2022.

An article by Elizabeth Elkind and Rob Crilly titled “Biden Says He Would Back Killing the Filibuster to Codify Abortion and Insists ‘I’m the President . . . That Makes Me the Best Messenger’ on Roe vs. Wade: Accuses Supreme Court of ‘Outrageous Behavior’ and ‘Destabilizing’ the U.S.” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.

An article by Morgan Phillips, Elizabeth Elkind and Rob Crilly titled “Democratic Senators Manchin and Sinema Won’t Back Changing Filibuster to Codify Abortion: Biden’s Plan to Protect Roe in Congress Looks Dead in the Water After Criticizing ‘Outrageous’ and ‘Destabilizing’ Supreme Court” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.

An article by Spencer Brown titled “Democrats [Joe Manchin and Kyrsten Sinema] Block Biden’s Call for Congress to ‘Codify Roe’ ” was posted at townhall.com on July 1, 2022.

**SCOTUS rulings—Democrats want to eliminate Supreme Court**

An article by Brad Polumbo titled “Mad About Abortion, Elizabeth Warren Calls for the Destruction of the Supreme Court As We Know It” was posted at based-politics.com on June 27, 2022.

An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “AOC Melts Down Over Supreme Court Doing Its Job: ‘Do Away With the Whole Thing’ ” was posted at dailywire.com on June 30, 2022.

**SCOTUS gun-ruling in New York**

An article by Awr Hawkins titled “Supreme Court Strikes Down New York’s Proper Cause Requirement for Concealed Carry” was posted at breitbart.com on June 23, 2022.
An article by Matt Vespa titled “‘The View’ Announces the Supreme Court Gun Ruling As If a Terrorist Attack Occurred” was posted at townhall.com on June 23, 2022.

An article by John Nolte titled “Abortion, Gun Rulings Are Civil Rights Victories That Will Save Lives” was posted at breitbart.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Virginia Kruta titled “‘I Don’t Need to Have Numbers’: Kathy Hochul Blows Off Facts, Claims Concealed Carry Makes New Yorkers Less Safe” was posted at dailywire.com on June 30, 2022.

The right to bear arms

An article by Staff titled “Justice [Joseph Story, Who Served on the Supreme Court From 1812 to 1845]: ‘The Right . . . to Keep and Bear Arms . . . Offers a Strong Moral Check Against the Usurpation and Arbitrary Power of Rulers’” was posted at cnsnews.com on June 9, 2022.

Congress passes gun-control bill

An article by Matt Vespa titled “A Great Day for the Second Amendment Was Ruined by Backstabbing Republicans” was posted at townhall.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by Linda Blackford titled “It’s a Terrible Day in America, and You Can Thank Kentucky’s Own Mitch McConnell for It” was posted at herald-leader.com on June 24, 2022.

Ignorance or deception?

An article by Jonathan Emord titled “Leftists Like Biden [No Private Person Lawfully Owned a Cannon at the Time of Ratification in 1791] and Hochul [The Only Weapons at That Time Were Muskets] Get History So Wrong, Intentionally” was posted at townhall.com on June 25, 2022.

Hollywood’s role in school shootings

An article by Giulia Carbonaro titled “Critics Bash Matthew McConaughey for Glorifying Gun Use in Movies” was posted at newsweek.com on June 8, 2022.


Comments about Uvalde shooting

An article by Stephen M. Lepore titled “Uvalde Cop Wielding AR-15 Failed to Take Shot to Kill Gunman, 18, Before He Entered School and Murdered 19 Children—Because He Was Scared of Hitting Kids Playing Behind the Killer” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 17, 2022.

An article by Alex Hammer titled “‘He Put the Lives of Officers Before the Lives of Children’: Texas’ Top Cop Issues Blistering Denouncement of Uvalde’s
Police Chief and Calls Him an ‘Abject Failure’ as He Admits Gunman Could Have Been Stopped in Three Minutes” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 21, 2022.

**California liberals insult black citizens with guns**

- An article by Erika Smith titled “Is California Ready for More Black People to Legally Carry Guns in Public?” was posted at latimes.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Awr Hawkins titled “Oakland Gun Club Leader [Nathan W. Jones]: California Liberals ‘Uneasy When It Comes to the Idea of Black Folks Being Legally Armed’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

**Comments about weapons**

- Looking back to May 2022, an article by John Daniel Davidson titled “School Shootings Aren’t Caused by Faulty Gun Laws, But by the Collapse of the Family” was posted at thefederalist.com on May 27, 2022.

- Looking back to June, an article by Tucker Carlson titled “While Leaders Disarm You, They Are Busy Decriminalizing Serious Crimes” was posted at foxnews.com on June 1, 2022.

- An article by Awr Hawkins titled “California Drops ‘Good Cause’ Requirement for Concealed Carry Following SCOTUS 2A Ruling” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Awr Hawkins titled “California DOJ Data Leak Revealed Names, Addresses of All the State’s Concealed Carry Permit Holders” was posted at breitbart.com on June 29, 2022.

- An article by Adam Solomons titled “‘They Came to a Gunfight With a Pocketknife’: Retired Plumber, 93, Shoots and Critically Wounds a Burglar Breaking Into His Home [in Los Angeles] With Gang That ‘Attacked Him With a Fishing Pole’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 1, 2022.

**Comments about SCOTUS and EPA**

- An article by Tim Meads titled “Supreme Court Rules Against EPA, Limits Agency’s Authority to Regulate Carbon Dioxide Emissions” was posted at dailywire.com on June 30, 2022.

- An article by Katie Pavlich titled “The Left Is Melting Down Over SCOTUS Ruling on Climate Change” was posted at townhall.com on June 30, 2022.

- An article by Morgan Phillips titled “‘SCOTUS Is Killing America’: Democrats Tear Into the Supreme Court for Ruling the EPA Does Not Have Authority to Regulate Emissions as Biden Says Justices Are ‘Sending This Country Backwards’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.

**Comments about climate warriors**

- An article by Alex Christy titled “MSNBC Warns ‘Less Than a Decade’ to Save the Planet” was posted at newsbusters.org on June 17, 2022.
An article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Kevin] McCarthy: SEC Climate Rule ‘Could Be the Biggest Long-Term Damage’ Biden Does” was posted at breitbart.com on June 28, 2022.

Fossil fuel—Biden’s plan from day 1

Looking back to March 2022, an article by Staff titled “[Journalist Dan] Bongino: Destruction of U.S. Fossil Fuel Has Been Biden Administration’s ‘Energy Suicide Plan’ Since Day 1” was posted at foxnews.com on March 12, 2022.

An article by Wendell Husebo titled “Flashback [to 2019]—Joe Biden: ‘I Guarantee You We’re Going to End Fossil Fuels’” was posted at breitbart.com on June 16, 2022.

An article by Thomas Catenacci titled “Biden Looks Everywhere to Lower Gas Prices—Except Boosting Oil Production” was posted at foxnews.com on June 22, 2022.

An article by Susan Jones titled “Biden Doing ‘Everything’ to Reduce Gas Prices, But Shuns Meeting With Oil Company Executives” was posted at cnsnews.com on June 23, 2022.

An article by Ben Zeisloft titled “Energy Secretary Lays Out ‘The Only Way’ to Avoid High Gas Prices, and It’s Not Producing More Oil [But Rather Producing More Green Energy]” was posted at dailywire.com on June 23, 2022.

Fossil fuel—dirtier oil in other countries


Fossil fuel—restarting coal plant

An article by Peter Caddle titled “Energy Crisis: Government to Restart Coal Plant After Power Company Tsars’ Warning” was posted at breitbart.com on June 28, 2022.

Fossil fuel—funding in California

An article by Charlotte Pence Bond titled “California Legislature Passes Newsom’s New Energy Policy That Could Allow Easier Funding for Fossil Fuels” was posted at dailywire.com on June 30, 2022.

Fossil fuel—affecting everyday life

An article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Byron] Donalds: Dems Will Use Federal Lands for Abortion, but Not Drilling That Would Help Lower Costs for Everyone” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

Comments about electric vehicles

An article by Alyssa Guzman titled “Toyota Tells Owners of Its bZ4X Electric SUVs to Stop Driving Them Immediately Because Car’s Wheels Could Fall Off
Due to Structural Defect as Firm Recalls Nearly 3,000 Vehicles” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 23, 2022.

■ An article by Zach Jewell titled “Toyota, Subaru Recalling First Mass-Produced Electric Vehicles” was posted at dailywire.com on June 24, 2022.

**Which is worse—incompetence or lies?**

■ An article by Elizabeth Elkind titled “Biden Claims His Administration Has Achieved the Most ‘Robust Recovery in Modern History’—Despite Gas Prices More Than Doubling Since He Entered Office, Approval in His Handling of the Economy Plummeting and Inflation at a 40-Year High” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 6, 2022.

■ An article by Staff titled “Dan Bongino Blasts Biden for the United States’ Crises: He Is Incapable or Completely Unwilling to Respond” was posted at foxnews.com on June 11, 2022.

**Inflation**

■ An article by Bradford Betz titled “Fed Chairman Contradicts Biden, Says Russia’s Ukraine Invasion Not the Main Inflation Driver” was posted at foxbusiness.com on June 22, 2022.

■ An article by Eric Utter titled “Mainstream Media Urging Voters to Ignore Inflation, Focus on Imperiled Democracy” was posted at americanthinker.com on June 23, 2022.

■ An article by Madeline Hubbard titled “One Year After Biden Touted Saving Americans 16 Cents, July 4th Cookouts Cost $10 More” was posted at justthenews.com on June 27, 2022.

■ An article titled “Millions of California Taxpayers to Get ‘Inflation Relief’ Payments” was posted at upi.com on June 27, 2022.


■ An article by Andy Puzder and Jim Talent titled “Raging U.S. Inflation Is Far Worse Than We’re Being Told: If the Government Calculated Price Increases the Same Way It Did in the 1980s, We’d Already Be in Jimmy Carter Territory” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.

**Finances**

■ An article by Heather Hamilton titled “Mark Cuban’s New Drug Company Exposes Billions in Government Overspending” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on June 22, 2022.

An article by Melissa Koenig titled “Illinois’ Richest Man Ken Griffin Is Taking His $25 Billion Fortune and Trading Firm Citadel to Miami After Slamming Chicago’s Rising Crime Rate and Saying the Sunshine State ‘Embodies the American Dream’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 23, 2022.

An article by Anthony Hennen titled “Pennsylvania Considers Welfare Reform to Keep Food Stamps From Going to Dead Recipients” was posted at justthenews.com on June 27, 2022.

An article by Rebecca Elliott titled “Tesla Lays Off Some Staff in Closing San Mateo, Calif., Office” was posted at wsj.com on June 28, 2022.

Supply-chain backlog

An article by Stephen Moore titled “Biden Is the Economy’s Supply Chain Problem” was posted at creators.com on June 28, 2022.

Canceling student debt

An article by Ben Zeisloft titled “Federal Government Agrees to Cancel Student Debt for 200,000 People” was posted at dailywire.com on June 23, 2022.

Kamala Harris and illegal immigration

Looking back to March 2021, an article by Alexandra Villarreal titled “Biden Charges Harris With Stemming Migrant Numbers at US-Mexico Border” was posted at theguardian.com on March 24, 2021.

An article by Ashley Oliver titled “Guatemalan President: Kamala Harris Is Missing in Action on Migration Crisis: ‘We Need Greater Communication’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on June 30, 2022.

Illegal immigration

An article by Dale Wilcox titled “Joe Biden’s Shameful Plan to Import More Illegal Aliens Into America” was posted at townhall.com on June 23, 2022.

An article by John Binder titled “Indentured Servitude: Democrats Advance Plan to Hire DACA Illegal Aliens for Capitol Hill Jobs” was posted at breitbart.com on June 23, 2022.

An article by Anna Giaritelli titled “Biden Administration Quietly Erasing Immigration Court Caseload: ‘De Facto Amnesty’ ” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Bill] Maher: Hispanic Voters in Texas Telling Dems to Advocate for Them, Not ‘Migrants Showing Up in My Backyard’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Chris Pandolfo titled “Biden Administration Drops Tens of Thousands of Illegal Immigration Cases in ‘De Facto Amnesty’ ” was posted at theblaze.com on June 27, 2022.
An article by Natalie Winters titled “Border Patrol: Big Tech Platforms Being Used to Recruit Child Smugglers” was posted at thenationalpulse.com on June 27, 2022.

An article by Abigail Adcox titled “Greg Abbott Blames Migrant Deaths on Biden’s Open Border Policies” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on June 28, 2022.

An article by Julio Rosas titled “It Took the Death of 50 Illegal Immigrants for the Media to Admit There’s a Problem at the Border” was posted at townhall.com on June 28, 2022.

An article by Adam Kredo titled “The Biden Administration Just Made It Easier for Terrorists to Enter the United States” was posted at freebeacon.com on June 29, 2022.

An article by Ildefonso Ortiz, Brandon Darby and Luisana Moreno titled “Mexico Gives Travel Permits to 3,000 Caravan Migrants Headed to U.S.” was posted at breitbart.com on June 29, 2022.

An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “Arizona Governor Doug Ducey Signs Law That Sends Big Time Cash to Build Border Wall” was posted at dailywire.com on June 30, 2022.

An article by Paul Bedard titled “Voters Itching to Punish Washington on Border Crisis” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on June 30, 2022.

Truth about immigration and voting

Looking back to July 2021, an article by Julio Rosas titled “There It Is: NYT Op-Ed [by Alossa Araxia Abrahamian] Gives the Game Away by Wanting to Let Non-Citizens to Vote in U.S. Elections” was posted at townhall.com on July 29, 2021.

Looking back to July 2021, an article by Rebecca Downs titled “NYT Guest Essay Opinion Piece [Alossa Araxia Abrahamian] Claims ‘There Is No Good Reason You Should Have to Be a Citizen to Vote’ ” was posted at townhall.com on July 31, 2021.

Comments about election news

Looking back to May 2022, a video and an article by Andrew Stiles and Thaleigha Rampersad titled “Watch: “Stacey Abrams Struggles to Explain Why Black Turnout Is Soaring Under ‘Jim Crow 2.0’ ” were posted at freebeacon.com on May 24, 2022.

An article by Jessica Gresko and Gary D. Robertson titled “Supreme Court Rules for GOP Lawmakers in Voter ID Case” was posted at apnews.com on June 23, 2022.

An article titled “NYC Judge Strikes Down Law Allowing Noncitizens to Vote in City Elections” was posted at upi.com on June 27, 2022.

Leftists angering Hispanic voters

An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “New Left-Of-Center Poll Shows Seismic Shift in Hispanic Political Support” was posted at dailywire.com on June 9, 2022.
Comments about defunding the police

- An article by Harriet Alexander titled “Upscale West Hollywood Votes to Defund Sheriff’s Department Even as Crime Soars by 137%—While Savings Will Be Used to Fund 30 Unarmed ‘Security Ambassadors’ and a Russian Arts Festival” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 29, 2022.

Comments about excessive theft

- An article by Paul Farrell titled “Moment Gang of Hammer-Wielding Robbers Wearing Ski Masks Smash Their Way Into LA Jewelry Store Before Making Off in Getaway Car” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 25, 2022.

- An article by Alia Shoaib titled “Up to 200 Teenagers Broke Into an $8 Million Florida Mansion to Throw a Raucous Party and Boxing Match, Then Posted the Evidence on Social Media” was posted at businessinsider.com on June 25, 2022.

- A video and an article by Alyssa Guzman titled “Terrifying Moment Mob Attacks Man in Brooklyn Subway Station and Robs Him of $7,500 Worth of Jewelry” were posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.

Comments about excessive violent crime


- An article by Joshua Young titled “Suspect Accused of Using Flamethrower in Attack at Los Angeles Antifa Riot Charged With Attempted Murder” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on June 26, 2022.

Remembering comments by Jack Del Rio


Remembering moronic comments denying excessive 2020 riots


- Looking back to April 2021, an article by Pam Key titled “Fox News Channel’s Juan Williams Claims Republicans Lied About Cities Burning From BLM Riots” was posted at breitbart.com on April 29, 2021.
Looking back to September 2020, an article by Ariel Zilber titled “George Floyd Riots Will Cost Insurance Companies $2 Billion [Reporting That the Rioting, Looting and Arson That Was Seen in 20 States Following May 25, 2020 Could Cost the Insurance Industry Up to $2 Billion in Claims]” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Sept. 16, 2020.

Transgenderism—religious comment

Looking back to June, an article by Matt Lamb titled “Transgenderism Is a Sin Against at Least Four of the Ten Commandments: Franciscan Priest” was posted at lifesitenews.com on June 9, 2022.

Comments about Disney’s rating and favorability

An article by Maya Brown titled “Oklahoma Theater [in Kingfisher] Posts Warning Sign About Same-Sex Kiss in Pixar’s ‘Lightyear’ [Saying ‘We Will Do What We Can to Fast-Forward Through’ Same-Sex Kissing Scene, ‘But It Might Not Be Exact’]” was posted at nbcnews.com on June 22, 2022.

An article by Sharon Knolle titled “‘Lightyear’ Same-Sex Kiss: Oklahoma Movie Theater [in Kingfisher] Reverses Decision to Fast-Forward Through Scene” was posted at thewrap.com on June 22, 2022.

An article by Kyle Smith titled “‘Lightyear’ Flop Is a Sign Audiences Are Weary of Hollywood Wokeness” was posted at nypost.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Katie Jerkovich titled “Disney Star Cara Delevingne Brags About Same-Sex Kiss in Woke ‘Murders’ Show” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

An article by David Ng titled “Disney Animated Children’s Series ‘Baymax’ Features Transgender ‘Man’ Who Menstruates” was posted at breitbart.com on June 29, 2022.

Comments about Winsome Sears

Looking back to April 2022, an article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Winsome] Sears: The Rich Already Get to Decide What Their Kids Are Taught, Everyone Else Should Have That Power” was posted at breitbart.com on April 12, 2022.

Comments about Marxist BLM corporation

Looking back to June 2020, an article by Mark Moore titled “BLM Leader [Hawk Newsome]: If Change Doesn’t Happen, Then ‘We Will Burn Down This System’” was posted at nypost.com on June 25, 2020.

Looking back to July 2020, an article by Mike Gonzalez and Andrew Olivastro titled “The Agenda of Black Lives Matter Is Far Different From the Slogan” was posted at heritage.org on July 3, 2020.

Looking back to May 2022, an article by Nicholas Kulish titled “After Raising $90 Million in 2020, Black Lives Matter Has $42 Million in Assets” was posted at nytimes.com on May 17, 2022.
An article by Joshua Young titled “Antifa Starts Fire Outside Portland Courthouse Still Under Protective Barrier From BLM Riots” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on June 25, 2022.

Comments about police misconduct

Looking back to September 2021, an article by Elise Schmelzer titled “Denver Police Officer Disciplined for Detaining Innocent Black Man in His Own Apartment While Seeking White Suspect” was posted at denverpost.com on Sept. 9, 2021.

A video and an article by Sophia Ankel titled “Video Shows Florida Cop Telling a Black Man He Pulled Over for Not Wearing a Seat Belt ‘This Is How You Guys Get Killed Out Here’ ” were posted at businessinsider.com on June 22, 2022.

An article by Staff titled “For First Time, Video Shown of Cops Arresting Black Man, 25, on Warrant for 49-Year-Old White Man” was posted at thegrio.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Vanessa Serna titled “Horrifying Moment Handcuffed Suspect Breaks His Neck in Police Van After It Comes to An Abrupt Stop and Cops Drag Him Out After He Says He Can’t Move” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 28, 2022.

Comments about district attorney misconduct

An article by Leif Le Mahieu titled “Man Out on Bond Dies in Shootout With Cops After Allegedly Attempting to Murder Police Officer” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

Amber Heard should probably keep quiet

An article by Jason Guerrasio titled “Juror Says Amber Heard Lost Trial to Johnny Depp Because She Had ‘Crocodile Tears’ and Wasn’t ‘Believable’ ” was posted at businessinsider.com on June 16, 2022.

An article titled “Amber Heard Still Being Investigated in Perjury Case in Australia” was posted at yahoo.com on June 29, 2022.

Comments about second pandemic

Looking back to June 2022, an article by Sarah Arnold titled “Democrats Plan ‘Second Pandemic’ as the Race for the 2024 Election Looms” was posted at townhall.com on June 23, 2022.

An article by Eddie Scarry titled “Democrats Loved Covid Pandemic and They Wanted You to Love It, Too” was posted at foxnews.com on June 28, 2022.

Comments about monkeypox in U.S.

An article by Paul Farrell titled “Monkeypox Outbreak in Los Angeles Soars to 22 Cases After Pride Events as Health Officials Warn Disease Is Spreading Among Gay Community” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 26, 2022.
An article by Luke Andrews titled “Monkeypox Could Become a ‘Permanently Entrenched’ STI in the U.S. Because Early Symptoms Are ‘Easy to Miss’; Cornell Expert [Dr. Jay Varma] Warns—as Cases Jump to 244” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 28, 2022.

An article by Keith Griffith titled “White House Scrambles to Ship New Monkeypox Vaccine to Clinics Across the Country After Critics Claimed America Already Has a Million Doses, but Biden ‘Can’t Figure Out How to Get Them Out of Freezers in Denmark’” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 28, 2022.

Comments about vaccine mandates

An article by Melissa Koenig titled “Up to 40,000 Army National Guard Troops (13% of the Force) Still Haven’t Been Inoculated Against Covid and May Lose Their Jobs as Thursday [June 30] Vaccination Deadline Looms” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 25, 2022.

Comments about vaccines

An article by Harriet Alexander titled “Unvaccinated Baby Who Was Initially Denied a New Heart Because His Evangelical Parents Refused to Get Him Jabbed is Finally Approved for the Transplant: Medical Ethics Expert Says Doctor Was Playing ‘Covid Politics’ With Decision” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 28, 2022.

An article by Nikki Schwab titled “Ted Cruz Tears Into Sesame Street for ‘Aggressively Advocating’ Vaccinating Children Under Five With Elmo Getting a Shot and Says They Have ‘Zero Scientific Evidence’” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 28, 2022.

An article by Mansur Shaheen titled “FDA Recommends New Covid-19 Shots to Target Omicron With Jabs Expected to Rollout in October” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 28, 2022.

An article by Paul Farrell titled “Anthony Fauci Says That He’s Experienced Rebound Covid Symptoms After Taking a Pfizer’s Antiviral Paxlovid—Which Studies Now Show Is Not Effective for People Who Are Vaccinated” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 28, 2022.

An article by Dr. Joseph Mercola titled “Why Three Covid Jabs Are Worse Than Two” was posted at mercola.com on June 30, 2022.

An article by Andrew Romano titled “‘The Worst Version’ of Covid Is Spreading; Can We Update Our Vaccines in Time?” was posted at yahoo.com on June 30, 2022.

Comments about masks

An article by Eric Ting titled “Do Mask Mandates Work? Bay Area Covid Data From June Says No” was posted at sfgate.com on June 29, 2022.

An article by Michaela Bourgeois titled “CDC: Majority of Oregon Counties at ‘High’ Risk for Covid, Should Mask Up” was posted at koin.com on June 30, 2022.
An article by Matt Meyer titled “You Should Wear a Mask Again in These California Counties [Over Half of California’s 58 Counties], CDC Says” was posted at fox5sandiego.com on June 30, 2022.

Comments about Netflix

An article by Joseph Michailitsianos titled “Netflix Fires Another 300 Workers Despite Streaming Giant Claiming It Is ‘Investing in the Business’ as Chaos Continues After Losing 70% of Value and Shedding 200,000 Subscribers” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 23, 2022.

Media comments about Cassidy Hutchinson

An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Cassidy Hutchinson Testimony: Third-Hand Hearsay, Later Contradicted” was posted at breitbart.com on June 28, 2022.

An article by Matt Palumbo titled “Committee of Lies: Cassidy Hutchinson’s Testimony Collapses in Record Time” was posted at bongino.com on June 29, 2022.

An article by Jordan Dixon-Hamilton titled “Fox News Falls for Cassidy Hutchinson Hoax Testimony” was posted at breitbart.com on June 28, 2022.

An article by Virginia Kruta titled “‘Just Brilliant’: Chris Wallace Uses New CNN Platform to Fawn Over Cassidy Hutchinson” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

Other comments about the media

An article by James Gordon titled “Trump DOJ Official Jeffrey Clark Tells Tucker Carlson That FBI Raid on His House Over Efforts to Overturn 2020 Election Was ‘Stasi-Like’—as Fox Host Warns ‘Somebody’s Going to Fight Back’” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 24, 2022.

An article by Aidan Moorehouse titled “MSNBC [Joy Reid]: January 6 Committee Is ‘Most Non-Partisan’ Investigation in ‘Modern History’” was posted at newsbusters.org on June 25, 2022.

An article by Rusty Weiss titled “NBC Reporter [Jo Ling Kent]: ‘Birthing People’ Not Getting Abortions Will Hurt the Economy” was posted at thepoliticalinsider.com on June 28, 2022.

An article by Virginia Kruta titled “‘There’s Just No Way!’: Sunny Hostin [Co-Host of ‘The View’] Claims It’s Not Possible to Be Pro-Life and Pro-Gun” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

An article by Staff titled “‘Good Morning America’ Forced to Issue Correction on Supreme Court Tweet After Backlash, Mockery [When It Falsely Claimed that Ketanji Brown Jackson Was the First Black SCOTUS Justice]” was posted at dailywire.com on June 30, 2022.

Comments about Hunter Biden and family

An article by Andrew Kerr and Jerry Dunveavy titled “Joe Biden Knew About Hunter’s Chinese Business Dealings, Voicemail Reveals” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on June 27, 2022.
Speculation about sins of powerful politicians?

- An article by Andrea Blanco titled “Elon Musk Asks Why ‘Leaking’ Justice Department Won’t Spill Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell’s Client List and Says It’s ‘Odd’ Officials Remain Silent on Billionaire Pedophile and His Madam” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 5, 2022.

Democrats worried about Kamala Harris

- An article by Joseph Curl titled “Liberals Shred Kamala Harris for Tone-Deaf Tweet on Abortion Rights” was posted at dailywire.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Harris Angers the Left With Out-of-Touch Tweet After Dobbs Ruling” was posted at townhall.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Harris’s Interview With CNN Leaves GOP Wondering If She’s VP or a College Freshman” was posted at townhall.com on June 29, 2022.

Biden’s mental capacity

- Looking back to June 2022, an article by Daniel Chaitin titled “David Axelrod [Brilliant Political Adviser to Barack Obama]: Biden’s Age ‘Major’ Problem for Future Political Viability” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on June 11, 2022.

- An article by James Gordon titled “Joe Biden Accidentally Reveals Cheat Sheet Reminding Him (to ‘Take Your Seat’—‘You Give Brief Comments (2 Minutes)’—and ‘You Depart’) at Meeting With Wind-Industry Executives” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 23, 2022.


Biden and Harris supporters and detractors

- An article by Katherine Hamilton titled “Pro-Life Caucus Chairman Chris Smith: Biden ‘All in With Culture of Death’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

- An article by Christopher Cadelago and David Siders titled “Gavin Newsom Jumps Onto the National Stage and Bidenworld Takes Notice” was posted at politico.com on June 23, 2022.

- An article by Charlotte Pence Bond titled “Newsom Buys Ad Space in Florida, DeSantis Campaign Responds” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

- An article by Rebecca Downs titled “Poll Throws Cold Water on Narrative That Abortion Decision Will Be Winning Issue for Democrats in Midterms” was posted at townhall.com on June 23, 2022.
An article by Paul Sacca titled “Bill Maher Says We Live in ‘Two Different Countries’ After Roe vs. Wade Reversal, Warns Woke Progressives Could Cause Democrats to Lose Abortion Debate” was posted at theblaze.com on June 25, 2022.

An article by Rusty Weiss titled “AOC Complains $174,000 Congressional Salary Isn’t Enough to Start a Family” was posted at thepoliticalinsider.com on June 23, 2022.

An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “Ocasio-Cortez Makes Surprising Remarks When Pressed On If She Is Running for President in 2024” was posted at dailywire.com on June 29, 2022.

An article by Simon Kent titled “Report: GOP Gaining 1 Million+ Voters as Democrats Bleed Support” was posted at breitbart.com on June 27, 2022.

An article by Stacey Lennox titled “Liz Cheney Begs Democrats to Help Her Maintain Power” was posted at pjmedia.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by Matt Margolis titled “Liz Cheney Gets a Rude Awakening [When Democrats Are Not Aggressively Supporting Her]” was posted at pjmedia.com on June 27, 2022.

An article by Marla Chiorando titled “Meghan Markle Is ‘Rubbing Shoulders With the Right People and Making the Right Noises’ If She Wants to Pursue a Career in Washington, Royal Expert Says—After She Waded Into Politics Following the Roe vs. Wade Ruling” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.

**Comments about conservatives**

A subhead on the Dissident Project website titled “Education Against Authoritarianism” is posted at dissidentproject.org.

An article by Tim Meads titled “Supreme Court Affirms Religious Liberty, Rules in Favor of Public High School Football Coach [Who Was] Punished for Praying After Games” was posted at dailywire.com on June 27, 2022.

**Trump supporters and detractors**

An article by John Nolte titled “Only the MAGA Movement Could Have Ended the Atrocity of Roe vs. Wade” was posted at breitbart.com on June 25, 2022.

**People in United Going to Global**

Looking back to April 2022, an article by Holly Meyer and David Crary titled “United Methodist Church Breaking Up in Schism Over LGBT Acceptance [With the Conservative Breakaway Denomination Called the Global Methodist Church]” was posted at wfaa.com on April 29, 2022.

**General interest**

An article by Jeffrey M. Jones titled “Belief in God in U.S. Dips to 81 Percent, a New Low [Down From 87 Percent in 2017]” was posted at gallup.com on June 17, 2022.
An article by Kathleen J. Anderson titled “Video of Atlanta VA Clinic Employee Mercilessly Beating Vietnam Veteran Is Latest in Horrific VA Abuses” was posted at thepoliticalinsider.com on June 24, 2022.

An article by Alastair Talbot titled “Ex-NFL Star Alex Smith Reveals His Six-Year-Old Daughter Sloane Needed 10-Hour Brain Surgery After Doctors Found ‘a Very Rare Malignant Tumor’” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 26, 2022.

An article by Jeff Reynolds titled “Get Woke, Go Broke, U.S. Military Edition: Army Recruiting Craters” was posted at pjmedia.com on June 28, 2022.

★★★★★

Isaiah 55:6-11—“Seek you the LORD while He may be found, call upon Him while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts; let him return to the LORD, and He will have mercy on him; and to our God, for He will abundantly pardon. ‘For My thoughts are not you thoughts, nor are your ways My ways,’ says the LORD. For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and My thoughts than your thoughts. For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, and do not return there, but water the earth, and make it bring forth and bud, that it may give seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall My word be that goes forth from My mouth; it shall not return to Me void, but it shall accomplish what I please, and it shall prosper in the thing for which I sent it.”